the big book about tunisian crochet
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he Big Book about Tunisian Crochet is divided into three parts. The
first part contains 30 patterns for jackets, sweaters, caps, mittens,
scarfs and shawls. It also contains patterns for children’s clothes, baby
accessories and new designs for your home.
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The second part consists of step-by-step guides to all basic techniques in
Tunisian crochet, e.g. 15 kinds of basic stitches, crocheting with colours, circle
crocheting and crocheting clothes.
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The book’s third part is a library of patterns with 30 different types of patterns,
e.g. fancy structures, lace patterns and two-coloured patterns.
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The Big Book about Tunisian Crochet is an exciting book about crocheting. It
is useful for ideas for patterns as well as a reference book for Tunisian crochet.
The book offers guidance for beginners as well as for more experienced
crocheters. All patterns are marked with stars which state the degree of
difficulty, which makes it easy to navigate. In the back there are thorough word
explanations, step-by-step descriptions of the different tyes of techniques and
useful tips on working with Tunisian crochet.
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Pernille Cordes is a knitting and crochet
designer, author and owner of the yarn shop
Englegarn, which she founded in 2009. She has
previously published Tunisian crochet. For you and
your home. and produces online learning material
within the area of knitting and crochet teqniques.
She often holds courses in knitting and crochet in
her own shop in the evenings, and workshops at
knitting festivals all over the world.
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